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PROLOGUE
A series of short stories following the releases of Volumes 1,
2 and 3 from Julian Rosso. Each story/song following from
the previous. Each story comes with a Spotify playlist,
designed to be listened to whilst reading the story, and
preparing you for what the single will sound like.
Volume 2
Release: 27th September 2020
Spotify Playlist:
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/
09GkFGgSSx2otoZ6xgZY47?si=vrApHVxxQ5mdYYunhCclkg

CHAPTER 2

YOU ARE THE PREY
A

nother wave crashed into the boat, the hull erupted
and sliced through my clothes. The storm had finally
reached me - I was not ready.
Holding onto the boat with one hand, I frantically fixed what I
could to make a quick exit. The unrelenting seas came in from
all sides, battered the boat and reminded me just how helpless
I was in that moment. I looked up and saw the shifting
fragments of the once-calm sky, and silently laughed to myself.
Just a few days prior, I prayed for even the tiniest bit of wind, to
take me away from the drifting inferno I was cast under. All at
once, massive waves erupted around me, with a wind strong
enough to destroy everything I had built.
My long hair plastered my face, the sea salt licked my skin and
burned my eyes. My ears hadn’t stopped ringing from the
thunder and my arms were aching trying to keep myself afloat.
Without warning (or, with too much) another wave drove into
me – flooring me. As I lay there, panting and overwhelmed, I
dragged my tired feet to peer over the side
In the distance, a looming wall grew closer. The immense terror
I felt was that of a prey being hunted by a lion. All the other
swells died down and the wind relented for a brief moment,
making way for their masterful leader.
A wave so big it felt like it commanded the seas filled my vision
and a sense of dread flooded my lactic acid-filled body.

It grew closer. My aching joints reinvigorated and I picked
myself up. I stripped off my jacket and boots, I had to wear as
little clothing as possible if I wanted to stay afloat. I was left in a
t-shirt and trousers, my favourite jacket crumpled on the floor.
It grew closer. I stood there, not holding onto anything (what
was the point?) and accepted my fate.
Aboard my rickety boat, splintered and taking in water from all
sides, I remembered everything I had left behind for this
“adventure” I was intent on having. I saw my home, I saw a
loved one I knew I’d never see again and I saw the
disappointment in their eyes when I left.
The shadow reached the boat before the wave. I closed my
eyes and took my last deep breath. The first thing I felt was my
body lurched backwards at a terrifying speed. The wave clawed
its way through us and growled.
It spun my helpless body and threw me wherever it chose.
After tumbling through the water for hours, or what felt like, I
was suddenly still. I opened my eyes and saw darkness. I was
utterly alone in a world I had forced myself into.
I let out a bubble and saw which way it floated. I swam after the
bubble, as if I was now the predator and the bubble was my
prey. I started to see the chaos above me and a faint grey glow.
Relentless, I swam.
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Lyrics
It's been forever
Since we last spoke
Just like a rolling wave
You're pulling back before you finally let go
You're like a tidal wave
There's nothing I can do
But watch your shadow
Crash into my sailboat
Well I surrender
Give me all you got
If I'm the sailor then you're the shark
Circling my sea of debris, I mean
You're like a tidal wave
There's nothing I can do
But watch your shadow
Crash into my sailboat
And now I'm going down
I cannot hear a sound
I'm swimming to break free
I'm fighting everything I can just to breathe
You're like a tidal wave
There's nothing I can do
You're like a tidal wave
There's nothing I can do
But watch your shadow
Crash into my sailboat

